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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Vast amounts of money, time, and effort are being expended by 

government and industry in marketing research • . Much of this research 

is in the marketing of agricultural products . arketing services which 

are provided by marketing agencies have been sl-udied separately and 

collectively. However , the preferences which farmers have for these 

services are not generally known. 

Marketing agencies may be providing services not desired by the 

farmer . If such services can be eliminated, a reduction in marketing 

costs might be possible . Convenience to the farmer may also be in-

creased by modifying some services and eliminating or adding others . 

A need is indicated for a study of the preferences farmers have 

for marketing services . Such a study should provide the information 

needed by marketing agencies in establishing new markets or improving 

existing firms . Many of the problems involved in handling new produc-

tion in an area could be solved more readily if the desires of farmers 

were known . 

As marketing services required for different farm products vary, 

so do t he prefere.nces for lllarketing serv~.ces vary . Farmers marketing 

different: cormiodities ·or different combinations of commodities may have 

different sets of preferences . The motivational forces operating on the 

wheat farmer are not the same as those which operate on the livestock 

producer . To arrive at factors important in providing marketing services, 

each of the principal type of farming a reas must be studied. 



Since the field of study contemplated was one which had not been 

explored to any great extent, it was believed that a pilot study would 

save both time and money in conducting the major survey. There had 

been a large amount of work done in the consumer preference field but 

_the techniques used were not necessarily applicable to a study of the 

attitudes and preferences of farmei-s . The nearest thing to this type 

of study was the work which had been done in the determination of atti

tudes toward cooperatives . The techniques suggested by these other 

studies needed to be tested to determine those applicable to this type 

of work. 

Purpose and Scope 

This study was-designed as a pilot study, the results of which will 

be used in conducting a survey of farmers' preferences in the principal 

type of farming areas in Oklahoma . The purpose of this pilot study was 

to develop techniques for conducting a study of farmers' preferences for 

marketing services. This pilot study was intended to provide the basis 

for construction of a questionnaire, selection of a sample, and instruc

tion of interviewers . 

The results of th.is pilot study are not to be regarded as repre

sentative of all farmers' preferences but rather as an indicator of the 

factors which were considered important by farmers in one part of the 

wheat area of Oklahoma. This study must be evaluated in terms of how 

it aids in conducting the major survey and not in t~rms of its inmediate 

results . Specific problems discussed in this thesis are important in 

this study only as th~y re l ate to similar problems which are likely to 

be of consequence in the major survey. 

2 
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Objectives 

The construction of a questionnaire for use in the major survey 

was the first primary objective of the pilot study. The answers to t he 

questions in the pilot study will serve as a guide in the selection and 

construction of questions to be used in the main project . Ideas were 

expressed during the interviews which the initial questionnaire failed 

to cover and, in this way, t he pilot study will aid in correcting the 

deficiency before the major survey. Questions which continually re-

sulted in repetition or answers irrelevant to the study may now be 

eliminated . 

The second objective of t he pilot study was the determination of 

factors important in t he selection of a sample for the major survey . 

The results from the pilot study should provide a basis for the selection 

of a more representative sample and one of adequate size for significant 

results . The pilot study should aid in the determination of factors which 

caused variation in preferences . This information was needed before a 

sample could be drawn which would reflect accurately the preferences of 

farmers for marketing services . The problem of whether or not preferences 

expressed were characteristic of the locality from which they were obtained 

was also considered. 

The third objective of the pilot study was to develop improved 

technigues in conducting ·t his type of interview~ This information was 
. 

necessary for the instruction of interviewers for the beginning phases 

of the major survey. Such seemingly simple things as the procedure to 

use in approachi ng the farmer in establishing rapport at the beginning of 

the interview, and an explanation of t he problem being studied which would 

impress the respondent with the importaice of the interview were tested . 



Techniques to be used in probing for answers and getting the farmer 

to express himself were the fourth objective of the pilot study. If the 

questionnaire for the major survey contains the type of question sug-

gested by similar studiesy this information will be very important. 

The intervie~.rer must develop techniques which wil l effectively overcome 

tbe farmer's reluctance to discuss his likes .and dislikes~ 
' 

4 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Social Psychology and Group Dynamics 

One of the important factors in fully understanding research with 

·preferences and attitudes is an acquaintance with social psychology. 

An awareness of the tendency toward uniformity of behavior and attitudes 

is important in attempting to determine preferences of farmers within 

a specific locale. There are forces within groups which tend to restore 

uniformity where differences in opinions exist.l The extent to which 

farmers' preferences for marketing services are affected by the pressures 

of groups should be recognized. 

In a study of farmers' pre~erences it is the learned or sociogenic 

motives with which one must deal. These motives or values are those 

incorporated in an individual through contact with persons, situattons, 

groups, and institutions around him.2 The contributions of social psy-

chology aid in understanding the effect of membership or reference 

groups on an individual's attitudes, motives, scales, frames, and stand-

ards. This is especially true when studying those farmers who are 

members of cooperatives and other farm organizations. A limited re-

view of social psychology will also help in t""ecognizing the type of 

group ot organization whi,ch is likely to. have th• greatest ef feet on 

the farmers' attitudes. 

1Stanley Schacb~~r, "Deviation~ Reje~tion, -~n:d Coomunication, " 
Group Dynamics Research~ Theory, Dorwi.n Cartwright and Alvin Zander, 
editors (Evanston, 1953), p. 230. 

2Muzafer Sherif, An Outline of Social Psychology, (New York, 1948), 
p. 36. - -
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Consumer Attitudes and Demand 

A closely related field :in which a large amount of wor.k has been 

done is t hat of co11sumer attitudes aud demand . Many of the techniques 

are ~pplicable to a study of farmers' attitudes and pre ferences . Boch 

reqtire the cooperative aid of nethodologist , statistician, sampling 

expert, psychologist , and ma-r:k~ting resca r cher . 1 

A review of the work published on consumer attitudes and demand 

provides an understanding of the relationship 'between at titude studies 

in agricultural economics and related fields such a s psychology and 

soc iology . Material such a s that published y t he University of Mich-

i gan Survey Research Center can be used in development of a study of 

farmers ' preferences . 2 Factors are revealed which aid in determining 

the type of questions and degree of probine necessary to obtain t hose 

considerations not frequently recalled or verbalized. This is one of 

the i mportant problems in any opinion type research. 

It is recognized that a farmer ' s ac tion in choosin0 a market for 

his wheat is a function of both enabling conditions and motiva tiona l 

forces . This is also true of the actions of consumers . 3 The techniques 

discussed in describing the research design used in these attitude stvdies , 

were also used in certa in p ses of this pilot study. The same type of 

6 

information was so ght in a ttempting to determine the forms of delibera tion, 

· process of information seeking , and enabling and precipitating conditions 

1c. West Churchman, Russell L. Ackoff , and Murra y Wax, editors , 
Measurement of Consumer Interest (Philadelphi , 1947) , p . 3 . 

2ceorge Katona and Eva fueller , Consumer Attitudes ~ Demand, 
1950- 1952 {University of Michigan , 1953) . 

%eorge Kat ona, "A Study of Pu1·chase Decisions, Part I , 'Ihe e
search Design , " Consumer Behavior , The Dyn ics of Consmner Reaction , 
Lincoln H. Clark , editor ( ew York, 1954), p . 30 . 



involved . The actual conditions and choices available must be studied 

if the preferences are to be of va lue . 

The same type of errors in measuring farmers' preferences are en-

countered as in a study of the motivations of consumers . Not only must 

sampling error be expected but there will also be inaccuracies tha t are 

not measurabl~ .• 'Errors are caufed by memory whert people _ are asked to 

recall the details of a decision that was made a number of months ago . 1 

Also. some pcwple may ihtenti.onally conceal their true motiva tions, such 

as price motives . 

Consumer Preference Studies 

The method used in this pilot study was similar to that used ln a 

number of consumer preference studies conducted by the Bureau of Agri-

cultural Economics . In general. the method involved the use of area 

sampling, and open-ended interviewing was used when the dynamic aspects 

of a problem were explored. 2 An attempt was made to use the experience 

gained in _the consumer preference. field and thereby prevent duplication 

of effort . 

The problems though, are not always the same . The respondents have 

different personality characteristics , and the material covered in this 

study is somewhat d·ifferent . The farmer's preferences for services are 

associated with selling as well as buying , whereas t he consumer is in-

terested only in buying. 

lEva Mueller . "A Study of Purchase Decisions, Part II, The Sample 
Survey." Consumer Behavior. The Dxnamics _2! Consumer Reaction (New York, 
1954) , p . 4o . 

2James A. Bayt,on . "Consumer Preference Research in the Department 
of Agriculture,." Agricultural Economics Research, Vol. II . No . 4 
(Washingto~. D. c. , 1950), p . 106 . 
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Attitudes of Farmers 

The methods used i n securing farmers' a t tl tudes toward coopera-

t ives are more clearly r elated t o this type of s tudy and many of the 

problems involved are comm.on to both . The attitudes sought in most of 

the studies deal with what farmers l ike or dislike about a certain in-

stitution ; whereas this s tudy involves pr eferences for services and ls 

not necessari ly associated with any one firm. For ins tance , a study 

conducted at th Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station describes the 

attitudes of cooperative - embers toward their cooperative.l 

Farmers' attitudes toward cooperatives have also been discussed 

in three studies conducted by Pennsylvania State Collese. 2 I n these 

s tudies farmers have been interviewed to determine their reasons for 

supporting cooperatives and t heir ob j ections to cooperatives . Both 

spec ific and general attitudes were studied. At titudes toward a sing le 

association were s tudied as were attitudes toward cooperatives a s a 

whole. In each instance both members and non-members were included so 

a s to de termine any s ignificant difference which might exist. One of 

the objectives s tressed i n t hese studies was that of member and non-

member support of cooperatives . 

1Gerald E. Korzan, Member Attitude Toward Cooperatives, Oregon 
State College ricultural Experiment Station B lletin 509 (Corvallis, 
1952). 

2J. K. Sten1, . embership Problems in Farmers ' Cooperative Purchas
ing Associations , The Pennsylvania State College Agricultural Experuoen t 
Station Bulletin 268 (State College, 1931) . ; M. E. J ohn , Factors Influenc
ing Farmers' Atti tudes Toward ! .Cooperative Mar keting Organization, The 
Pennsy l vania State College Agr icultural Ekper1ment Station Bulletin 457 
(State College, 1943) . ; J . IC Stern and IL F. Doran, Fanners Support of 
Cooperath,es , The Pennsylvania State College Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 505 (State College, 1948) . 
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A study conducted at Ohio ricultural Experiment Station recog-

nized the need for a greater lr..nowledge of the attitudes of farmers in 

the various marketing areas.l This particular study involved the atti-

tudes of farmers toward livestock marketing cooperatives. It pointed 

out those factors influencing farmers who marketed all, part, or none 

of thier l ivestock cooperatively. 

Since cooperative e l evators are of great buportance in the are11 

covered by this pilot study, the literature from these studies should 

prove helpful. Some of the same factors influence both the wheat farm-

er and the livestock producer , causing them to patronize the cooperative 

type finn. Likewise, some of the ob j ections raised to cooperatives may 

be expected to appear as factor s favoring the private finn. 

In a bulletin published by Michigan State College the attitudes 

of fat"ttlers toward support prog rams are given. 2 The farmers inter-

viewed were asked to give their attitudes and reasons for their atti-

tudes about some matter pertaining to price supports. A particular 

phase of the program was discussed so as t o insure understanding and 

then the question on price supports was asked . This technique should 

be useful when the farmer might not understand the marketing service 

referred to in the question. 

1George F. Henning and Earl B. Poling, Attitudes of Fanners Toward 
Cooperative Marketing, Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 606 
(Wooster, 1939) , p. 35 . 

2nale E. Hathaway, E. E. Peterson and ·Lawrence Witt. Michigan 
Fanners and the Price Suppor~ Program, II . Fanners Att itudes Towar~ the 
Support Program, Michigan State College Agricultural Experiment Station 
Technical Bulletin 235 (East Lansing , 1952) . 
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Use of Related Material 

An attempt has been made to use a ll of the available literature 

in these related fields which could aid i n this type of research . The 

considerations in deciding what type of questions to use are discussed 

'• 
~· in t he li t erature reviewed . Problems in deriving true preferences are 

also presented with possibl e answers or corrective measures . 

Literature which proved ··of value in the .planning and execution of 

this study is included in the bi bliography. The works inc l uded should 

prove valuable for use in any research related to this type of work. 



CHAPTER III 

AREA OF PILOT STUDY 

Description of Area 

An area consisting of three civil townships in Ringfisher county , 

Oklahoma, was selected for this pilot study. The townships selected 

were the ad j oining townships of Center, Cimarron , and Kingfisher. This 

area inc ludes t he towns of Kingf i sher and Dover with Hennessey only t1.,10 

miles north of the area sampl ed . These three towns are located on the 

Chicago-Rock Island and Pacific Railway and U. S. 81 highway . 

Other towns and rural places near t his area are Cr escent which is 

24 miles east ; Okarche which is 7 miles south ; and Watonga which is 

24 miles west. 1 

One of the farmers interviewed sold wheat at Okarche while the 

other farmer s sold t heir wheat at Kingfisher, Dover, and Hennessey . 

The different t ypes of marketing firms and facilities avail a bl e nt 

t hese t owns are important in this study only as they may influence 

the farmers ' preferences for marketing services . The extent to which 

preferences vary with the number of different type firms available will 

be considered in this study. 

Basis for Selecti?n of Area 

The t ownships included in this study were selected because they 

contained one area in which a strong cooperative elevator operated such 

1Distances given are from the nearest edge of the sampled area and 
are measured along Oklahoma or U. S. highways. 

11 
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as the one at Kingfisher and one area in which there i s no cooperative 

such as the Dover area . The purpose of this was t o provide as much 

variation in preferences within the study as possible. A cooperative 

e l evator was built at Dover prior to World War I but has not been op-

erated on a cooperative basis since 1914. The elevator i s still in 

use but is leased and operated PY a private grain company. 

Construction of Sample 

The sampl:e 'of the t~ree townships was designed so as to obtain as 

much variation as possible in siz<! of farm . The number of rural dwellings 

or farm units indicated on each section within t he three townships was 

calculated and sections were classified accordingly . 1 The eight sections 

containing parts of Dover and Kingfisher were not included in t he sampl ed 

area . This left 100 sections with a maximum of six dwellings or farm 

units in each section . The 100 sections were divided into five categories ; 

those with no culture ; one unit ; two units ; t hree units; and four t o six 

units. Five sections were then randomly drawn from each of these five 

categories. 

Those sections on which no culture was indicated were included for 

t he purpose of determining the problem of finding the farmer and inter-

viewing him. Since this study involved the preferences of wheat farmers , 

only those farmers gr.owing wheat on t hese sections were contacted. No 

a t t13lllpt was made to find t he farmer if wheat was not .being grown . If 

the farmer lived in another section included in the· sample, he was in-

eluded only in the section in which he lived. No other rule was needed 

since the study was conducted in a limited area. 

lceneral Highway Map, Kingfisher county (Oklahoma Department of 
Highways, Department of Statistics) Date of inventory 1949. 



Fifty four farm units were indicated on t he 25 sections composing 

the sample. From these 54 dwellings or farm units, plus those farmers 

having wheat on sections where no cul ture was indicated, 42 schedules 

were obtained. These included all t he wheat fa1.,11ers except two who were 

absentee owner-operators and did not res ide in this area. The other 

dwel lings or farm units were either empty or occupied by non-farmers . 

Description of Farms 

The farmers from which schedules were obtained operated farms rang-

ing in size fr01n 112 acres to 1500 acres. Only four of the farms were 

larger than 640 acres and only four smaller than 160 . The average size 

farm operated by t he 42 farmers was 372 acres . According to the 1950 

Census the average size of all farms in Kingfisher county was 283.S 

acres with 43.3 per cent in the 260-499 acre class . 1 

Of the 42 farmers interviewed, 26 were owners while 8 were renters. 

The entire farm which they operated was considered in determining their 

tenure status. The other eight farmers owned part of the farm and 

either leased or rented the remainder. This percentage of farmers own-

ing the farms they operate is hi gh compared with the data for all of 

Kingfisher county in which 36 .2 per cent of the farmers were owners.2 

Principal Crops 

Wheat is the principal crop gro'W'tl in the three townships studied. 

·of all farms in ·Kingfisher county, 83 per cent reported · wheat: threshed 

lunited States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United 
States Census 0£ Agriculture: 1950 Counties~ State Economic Areas in 
Oklahoma, Vol . 1, Part 25 (Washington, D. C., 1952), p. 61 . 

2Ibid . , p. 69. 
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or combined in 1949 . 1 Other crops grown are oats, alfalfa, barley, 

rye, vetch, grain sorghum and cowpeas . 

With the decrease in wheat acreage because of allotments, other 

crops have become more important. In 1950 only 19 per cent of the 

farms reported oats threshed or combined, or cut for feeding unthreshcd, 

while of the 42 farmers interviewed in this survey 27 reported oats 

harvested in 1954 . 2 Only one of the farmers interviewed attributed 

any portion of the farm income to oats while the . ot her fanners indi-

cated the oat s were used for feed . 

One other crop gr ovm extensively for feed in this area is alfal-

fa. The 18 farmers who reported a l falfa grown last year had an aver-

age of 35 acres . Only t hree of these farmers sold alfalfa hay while 

t he remainder was used on the farm as feed for livestock. The acre-

ages of alfalfa seem to be fairly constant with only a small decrease 

in 1954 because of drought . 

The only other cash crops grown by the farmers interviewed were 

cowpeas, oats, and mungbeaus . Located in a section of the county 

which has sandy soil, one of these farmers harvested and sold cowpeas 

for seed. One farmer attributed a S'.nall portion of his income to 

oats and mungheans, crops which had replaced wheat because of acreage 

controls. 

A number of other crops were grown by the fanners interviewed, 

primarily as a source of feed . Such crops as barley , rye, vetch, and 

grain sorghums were grown either for a cover crop, pasture, or feed. 

1 .!ill · , p. 61. 

2 I bid., p. 99 . 
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The farmers interviewed stated they would decrease their acreages of 

these crops if it were not for wheat allotments. This would seem to 

indicate that with existing prices these crops are grown as substitutes 

for wheat and are not capable of driving wheat out of production in 

this area. 

Wheat Acreage Controls and Possible Effects 

The average wheat allotment on the farms from which schedules 

were obtained was 144 acres . (Table 1 . ) This was a decrease of 9 . 5 

per cen t from the acreage allotment of 1954 . The allotments varied 

from t he smallest of 15 acre s to t he largest which was 630 acres. Of 

t he 42 farms, 76 per cent had acreages rangi ng from 50 to 300 acres, 

with only four allotments greater than 300 acres. 

Table 1. Wheat Acreages in 1954 Compared with 1955 Allotments 
and Estimated Acreages with no Controls . 

Year Average Acreage Percentage of 
On Fa1"llls Studied 1954 Acreage 

(Acres) (Per Cent) 

1954 159.2 100.0 

1955 141,1,.0 90 . 5 

Estimated 201 .0 126 . 3 
Acreage* 

SOURCE: Schedules obtained from farmers i11 three townships of 
Kingfisher county in March, 1955 . 

*The estimated wheat acreage in 1955 if there had been no acreage 
controls. 

J..:J 



Any suhstant5.al increase in i1heat g rown would have an effect on 

the preferences of farmers for marketing services . This seems to in-

dicate a need fr es t·mates of acreages under conditions of no controls . 

Farmers were asked to estimate the acreage of wheat they would have 

had in 1955 "f there had heen no controls. All of the farmers inter-

viewed exec.pt four indicated they would have · creased their wb~at 
:r 

acreages if there had been no controls. Of these four farmers, two 

indicated they had rented additional land to make up for the decrease 

in size of allotments . The other two farme rs were r estri cted to their 

pr · sent acreages because of soil type and drought and not ecause of 

allotments. 

The problem of storage and the importance of speed in ,handling 

would be muc h greater with an increase in wheat gr own . As sho'!,m in 

Table 1, an inc rease in planting of 2() . 3 per cent over the 1.95/. acreage 

w s es t i1nated Ly the 42 farmers i.nterviewed if acreage control s were 

removed . This is an average increase of approximately 42 acres . If this 

rate of inc rease ere true for all farm"rs in Kingfisher county, tbcre 

would be an increase of a proxi,atcly 70 ,000 acres . I 

Farm Income Attributable to Wheat 

t heat is by far the mos t impor t ant er p in t his area in terms of 

farm income as well as acreage. (Table 2 . ) The farmers interviewed 

were asked to estimate the fraction of t heir farm incm.e attributable 

to wheat . The average portion of income der:ived froru wheat on the 42 

farms was 66 per cent . Only three of the farmers attributed more than 

half their fann income t there terprises. 

111,id . , p . 99. The number of fanns in county r eport i ng wheat 
threshed or combined iu 1950 multiplied by average increase i n acreage . 
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Table 2. Importance of Fa rm Enterprise as 
Source of Farm Income. 

Enterprise 

Crops 

Wheat 

Alfalfa 

Cowpeas 

Oats 

Mungbeans 

Livestock 

Beef Catt l e 

Sheep 

Dairy Cattle 

!logs 

Fanner s Indicating 
Enterprise as a 
Source of Incorne 

(Number) 

42 

3 

1 

1 

l 

37 

4 

2 

l 

Average Contribution 
by Enterprise* 

(Per Cent) 

66 .0 

24.0 

25.0 

10.0 

10 .0 

30.0 

25.0 

37.S 

13.0 

SOURCE: Schedules obtained from farmers in three townships of Kingfisher 
county in March. 1955 . 

,\-Average con,tribu~ions a r .e calculated .from ' estimates given on farms 
studied with t he average figured on those farms possessing the 
enterprise. 
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Beef cattle are also an important source of income in this area. 

Thirty of the farmers interviewed derived all of their farm income from 

wheat and beef cattle. Other sources of income were sheep , dairy cattle, 

hogs, a l falfa , oats, mungbeans and cowpeas. 

The r e l ationship which exists between the percentage of farm in

come derived from wheat and farmers' preferences for marketing services 

should be considered . The percentage of farm income attributable to 

wheat is used in this thesis to give an indication of the importance of 

wheat to the farmer interviewed. 

18 



CHAPTER IV 

MARKET OUTLETS FOR WHEAT 

Marketing Facilitie·s Available 
. . . 

The wheat marketing firms available in Kingfisher county provide , 

for a wide range of preferences. There are three firms operating in 

the town of Kingfisher at the present time. The ltit\gfisher Cooperative 

Elevator Association, Burrus Mill and Elevator Company, and W. B. 

Johnston Grain Company have a combined storage capacity of 1,861,600 

bushels. 1 Only one firm, Continental Grain Company, is operating an 

elevator at Dover at the present time with 15,000 bushel storage capac-

ity. At Hennessey there is the Farmers' Elevator and Cooperative Asso-

ciation, Star Mill and Elevator Corporation, and Moore-Stauffer Grain 

Company with a combined storage of 890,000 bushels. 

Limits to Farmers' Preferences 

Consumers' actions are said to be a function of enabling conditions 

and motivational forces. 2 Likewise, a farmer's actions in marketing 

wheat are a function of the existing markets for wheat and his prefer-

ences for these different firms. Just as income, assets, and credit 

available restrict the consumer's action, so do the available markets 

set l~ts_ within which the farmer's preferences operate. These limits 

are flexible and may be expanded or contracted with any significant 

lcompiled from the files of the Oklahoma Crop Reporting Service, 
Office of the State Statistician, K. D. Blood in charge. All storage 
figures given hereafter in this thesis are in direct reference to this 
source. 

2ceorge Katona, Consumer Behavior, The Dynamics of Consumer 
Reaction (New York, 1954), p. JO. 
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change in production or cost of t ransporting the wheat. Factors which 

may cause an expansion or contract ion must be r ec gnized if the limits 

are to be meaningful . 

If production in a~ area increases to such an extent tl1at exist

ing firms are unable to t ake the wheat, t hen part of the wheat wi ll be 

hauled out of t he area to other firms . A Qecrease in cost of trans

porting '' th wheat would tend to have the same effect if any price 

differential existed . As product i on and cost of transportation become 

fairly stable the market area becomes more clearly defined. 

All of t he farmers interviewed in this s tudy except one, sold 

their wheat in Kingfisher, Dover, r Hennessey . This one farmer lived 

outside the area sampled but farmed part of a sec tion inc luded in t he 

sample . Only those f irms in these t hree comnuni t:ie s s hall be consid-

red in this study . Those firms :ln Watonga, Okarche , Gu t hrie and 

Crescent could serve as a l ternativ s if t he firms now being used we r e 

unable to handle the wheat or if a significant price differential 

existed . Even those firms at Ki ngfishe r , Dover, and Hennessey were 

not used throughout the area but rather the area was divided between 

t hes e m,u·keting points . Alternatives pl'.'ovided by the firms at these 

three points arc for the purpose of this study cons i dered equally avail 

able to all of the fanncrs . 

There a r e no physica l barrier s to movement of grain wi t hin the 

area sampled . The Cimarron river crosses the middl e tm,,nship but there 

a re bridges located at such points that it necessitates only two miles 

of additional hauling in e ither direction . Road conditions a r e good 

throughout the area si : Llds factor i s not important in t he movement of 

whea t . The only hindrance to movement o f wheat seems to be the cost of 

moving it from one point to another. 



A l~rge percentage of wheat grown nr mnd the various marketing 

points is sold at the nearest point . Of the 42 farmers interviewed, 

34 sold at the pint nearest their. farm. In the other i stances there 

was a maximum difference of three miles additional hauling . All of 

these farmers chose to transport their wheat to HctUlessey or Kingfish

er rather then sell to tle one firm at Dover. 'rhi s is pointed out to 

illustrate the tendency farmers have of hauling to the nearest point, 

yet if the services r facilities at one point are inadequate, the 

wheat will he hauled to fins at greater distances . Even though there 

was no s ignificant pr ice differential between the Dover firm and those 

in Hennessey or Kingfi sher, other factors caused the farmers to prefer 

the firms outside the Dover area . These motivational forces arc the 

objec tive of this s tudy . 

History of tl e Wheat Marketing Finns 

All of the existing wheat r keting fi sin Kingfi sher , Dover, 

and Hennessey have been operating for a minimum of 20 years . Only two 

other finns operated during t his period; Kingfisher Flour and Mil ling 

Company in Kingfi s her, and the Burrus Elevator at Dover . The facilities 

owned and operated by the Kingfi she r firm were replaced by the presen t 

cooperative facil ities . The elevator operated by Burrus Mill in Dover 

is used for storage but has not merchandised wheat since 1952 . Prior 

to 195 2, the elevator operated during the harvest season . 

The major changes which have occurred have leen in facilities and 

not i:1 num er of firms. The greatest expansion has been in the coop

erative elevator facilities . The other finns already had fairly ade

quate frtcilities and have not expanded during recent years . There was 

an increase in per,nanent bulk storage facilities in Kingfisher county 
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from 2,1 77,000 bushels in 1942 to 2, 938,100 bus hels in 1955 . The tt.Jo 

cooperatives at Kingfisher and Hennessey accounted for (105 , 000 hushels 

of this increase . The gover nment stor age program has no doubt been 

partly respons i ble for the i ncrease in storage facilities . Wi th stor age 

s pace out of us e due to the occupancy of wheat under government loan, 

more space was needed if there was to be s pac e available dur ing the 

harves t sea son . The rent from whent stored by the government also 

aided in financing the constr uction of additional fac ilities . 

Effec ts of Technological Changes 

The arrival of an era of custom combining and custom hauling has 

had its effec t on t he firms which buy wheat . There have been muaerous 

changes i n the methods of handling and disposb g of the wheat s ince 

World War II . In the area of this study, a farmer who combines his 

own wheat and haul s it to market is the exception now . Some of the 

fa rmers i n the area s ti l l harves t their o~m wheat uut the larger part 

of them hire it done on a custom ba sis . The combines s tart in the 

southern par t of the wheat belt and as t he wheat ripe.ns t hey move on 

north, harvesting the wheat as they go . Tr ucks usually accompany the 

combines, ha uling the wheat from t he far.m to the eleva tor . 

The fat: , .. ~r who combi nes his own wheat , uses on-farm s torage, .2nd 

hauls the wheat himsel f i s not: t he one who has caused the expansion of 

f acil ities at the l ocal elevator points . Instead , it i s the farmer 

who hires his wheat combi.ned and hau led to th~ elevator, and p l aced . in 

commercial s torage, ,-1ho has caused the change . All of t hese factors 

have combined to increase the need for greater facil ities . 

The length of the har vest season h' s also been affec ted by the 

changes which have occurred . It n longer takes two or three weeks to 
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harvest the wheat within the county but may now be completed in lesa 

than one week if the 11beat ripens at the time expected. Weather con

ditions which disrupt the planting schedules may lengthen the harvest 

season but the actual time spent in harvesting is much less than it 

was 15 or ·20 years ago. 

Elevators handling wheat uader the conditions which prevail now 

were forced to make adjustments in order to handle the same amount of 

wheat over a 111.1ch shorter period. This factor has caused an emphasis 

of speed in handling the wheat at the local elevator points. The ef feet 

this change in the harvest season has had on the preferences of farmers 

shall be discussed in the section on factors related to preferences. 

The cooperative elevators have been forced to make adjustments in fa

cilities to handle the sudden influx of wheat during the harvest season. 

Along with storage facilities, additional dumps and improved legs have 

been constructed. 

Types and Locations of Elevators 

The firms which buy wheat in Hennessey, Dever and Kingfisher 

might be classified as three different types. Included are cooperative 

elevators, elevators operated by grain companies, and mill and elevator 

companies. For the purpose of this atudy these f1rms shall be desig

nated as types A, 1. and C Tespectively • . P'i.rms within each classifica

tion shall be differentiated by a subscript such as A1, A2, and A3• 

The cooperative elevators are single unit organizations which op

erate independently of other organizations except for their affil1ation 

with Union Equity bc.hange in Enid. The cooperatives are called single 

unit elevators because t here are facUiti,es for handling grain and 
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providing other services at one point only. 1 Both cooperatives handle 

feed and seed as sideline operations but their primary function is the 

handling and storing of wheat. The cooperatives buy wheat from the 

farmers, provide storage for wheat, and move the wheat out to the 

terminal elevator. 

Hennessey, Kingfisher and Dover each have an elevator operated by 

a private grain company. These elevators buy and store wheat conmer-

cially. The companies involved operate on the margin received from the 

merchandising of wheat and from revenue received for storage of wheat. 

The wheat from several of these local elevators is usually concentrated 

at a central point similar to the terminal cooperative elevator. These 

firms do not perform any milling operations but sell most of the wheat 

to milling firms. 

The other type of firm operating in this area is the mill and 

elevator company. These firms perform milling operations as well as 

the handling and st-0ring of wheat. Much of the wheat purchased by 

these firms is used for milling pu·rposes within the firm. Like the 

cooperatives and private grain companies, these firms also store wheat 

under government loan. 

As far as the farmer is concerned there is very little difference 

in the number of services performed by the three types of elevators 

studied in this area. The difference exists not so much in number of 

services performed, but rather in the manner in which they are carried 

out. As an example, all of the firms weigh the wheat when it arrives 

at the elevator but different kinds of scales are used. 

lAdlowe L. Larson and Howard S. Whitney, Relative Efficiencies of 
Single-unit~ Multiple-unit Cooperative Elevator Organizations, -
Oklahoma A & M College Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 
B-426 (Stillwater, 1954), p. 3. 
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All of the elevators in this area handle other grain but are pri

marily concerned with wheat. Such services as weighing, grading, un

loading from trucks, drying, mixing and storage of grain are performed 

by all of the elevators . However , the efficiency in performing these 

services and treatment afforded the farmer are not the same . Differ

ences also exist in the method of ownership, management, and distribu

tion of profits. Many of the preferences for a particular firm may be 

t r aced to one or more of these differences . 
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Hennessey and Kingfisher each have all three types of firms with 

Dover possessing a pr ivate gr ain company elevator . The Kingfisher firms 

shall be designated as A1, B1, and c1; the Hennessey firms as A2, B2, 

and c2 ; and the Dover firm as B3. Locations, with the designations used 

for the firms, are shown in the diagram on page 26. 

The diagram consists of the three townships included in this study, 

with the sections composing the sample. Farm units from which schedules 

were obtained are also shown on the diagram. Lines have been drawn from 

the farm units to the points where the farmers preferred to take their 

wheat. In those instances in which the farmer had no preference be

tween two or more firms, dotted lines are used. Even though the area 

was not completely covered, sufficient schedules were obtained to pro

vide an indication of the movement of wheat within the area . 

A lack of facilities for handling wheat in Dover has caused its 

market area to be much smaller and not as well defined as those of King

fisher and Hennessey. Much of the wheat produced near Dover must be 

taken to other '·points since the elevator there can not provide adequate 

storage and can not handl e the wheat fast enough during the harvest 

season. This is an example of a firm's facilities serving as a restriction 



Figure 1. Location of Farm Units 
Relative to the Firms Preferred 

A2 B2 C2 

~~i--..<-~...j....,j'--'-'-~--'-~--'-~----'Center 
Township 

+-~+-~-+n'---,f-+-~---'4~----1,4----1 Cimarron 
Township 

Kingfisher 
Township 

SOURCE: Schedules obtained from farmers in three townships of 
Kingfisher county in March, 1955. 
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on its activities. If no other firms were available, the preferences 

of farmers in the Dover area would be forced to operate within these 

narrow limits set by inadequate facilities. Because of the short dis-

tance to Kingfisher or Hennessey, the limits are expanded and give the 

motivational forces more room within which to operate . 

Firms indicated on the diag~am are the ones preferred by the farm-

ers. In nearly every instance the farmers interviewed had sold wheat 

to more than one firm even though he had a preference for a specific 

firm. This 

preferred. 

necessitated a distinction between firms used 

The term 11preferred11 used here re\a~es to the 
----

and the firms 

normal situ-

ation. Conditions may arise which cause the farmer to prefer another 

firm temporarily. These conditions may be brought about by forces 

other than those normally affecting the farmer in his decisions. In 

other instances the farmer may use another firm because of the inability 

of one firm to proYide the services it had been providing in the past. 

Even though the situation is temporary, the farmer may be forced to 

patronize another firm if he is to obtain the services desired at the 

time his wheat leaves the farm. 

Farmers' preferences for particular firms are associated with the 

services which the firm normally provides. On occasions the preference 

for a specific service may force the farmer to choose another firm. 

This study is concerned with the services and not the firm_ preferred so 

these exceptions will not be considered. The firms are considered 

only where they may be related to the services provided or where char-

acteristics peculiar to that firm exist. Firms must be coneider.ed if 

farmers- show a preference for reasons other than differences in services 

provided. 



The type A firms were preferred by 26 of the farmers interviewed . 

The type B firms were next in opularity with e i ght farmers expressing 

a preference for them . One of the fanaers stated that he had no pref

erence and another farmer preferred a firm outside the area studied. 

The remaining eight farmers preferred a combination of two firms . The 

proportion of farmers preferring the different type firms in this study 

:i.s not necessarily significant since the sample was not designed to 

g ive this information . However, the results do indicate a difference 

among t he farmers in t he type of firm prefert'ed . Reasons for t he fann

ers ' attitudes are reflected in their answers to the question on why 

t hey started selling to a particular finn . 
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CHAPTER V 

FARMERS' PREFERENCES 

Reasons for Starting to Patronize a Particular Firm 

An attempt was made to determine the original reasons why farmers 

started selling to a particular firm. An open-ended type question was 

asked. "Why did you atart selling to .this firm? " The answers received 

from the farmers are recorded in Table 3. The question allowed the 

farmer to express the reasons in his own words with the response re-

corded verbatim. 

Since this study was designed to aid in preparing questions for a 

relatively new and unexplored field of work the free-answer approach in 

wording questions is clearly indicated . There was no material or lit-

erature available to serve as a basis foT wording two-way or multiple 

choice type questions. 

Patronage Dividend. The receipt of patronage dividends was the 

reason most frequently given for starting to sell to the elevator pre-

£erred. In this instance the reason is associated with the type of firm 

preferred by a large number of the fanne.rs interviewed. The difference 

emphasized here is not in serviees rendered but rather in the dollar 

returns from patronizing a par.ticular type of firm. The savings cooper-

atives realize from the handling of wheat are returned to the farmer in 
< . 

the form of patronage dividends. The price paid .for wheat is "usually 

the same as that paid at elevators owned and operated by individuals or 

other corporations. Savings distributed in this form to the farmer are 

based on the amount of wheat he has sold to the cooperative, hence the 

term patronage dividends. 
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Table 3 . Reasons Farmers Interviewed Started 
Selling to the Firm Preferred 

Reasons .. Kingfisher Cimarron Center 
Township Township Township 

Number Number Number 

Patronage Dividend 6 6 4 

Improvement of Market 7 3 3 
Price for Wheat 

Ownership of Stock 3 3 5 

Less Time Required for 3 4 2 
Disposing of Wheat 

Closer to Farm 1 3 1 

Treatment Received from 2 1 2 
Elevator Personnel 

Personal Friend of 2 1 l 
Manager 

Landlord Influence 1 l 

Total 
3 Townships 

Number 

16 

13 

11 

9 

s 

5 

4 

2 

SOURCE: Schedules obtained from farmers in three township_s of Kingfisher 
county in March, 1955. · . 
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Sixteen of the 42 farmers interviewed mentioned the patronage div-

idend received as one reason for starting to market their wheat at a 

certain point. Thia benefit is derived only from the cooperative type 

firm. The reason appears to be very important, especially if only those 

farmers preferring this type of firm are considered. Of the 30 farmers 

preferring the cooperatives, either alone or with another firm, 16 men-

tioned the patronage dividend as one of the reasons for starting to do 

business there. 

Patronage dividends were deemed important in all three of the town-

ships studied, ranking first in one township and second in the other two. 

The percentage of farmers mentioning this factor ranged from 30 to 55 in 

the three townships studied. 

Improvement of Market Price for Wheat. Another impo~tant fact:or 

mentioned by a large number of farmers was the effect a firm had on the 
' 

market price for wheat. All of the farmers who gave this reason pre-

£erred. and were speaking of, the cooperative type firm. These farmers 

were interested, not only in receiving a higher price at the time, but 

also in creating a situation favorable to a fair price for wheat in the 

future. 

It was the opinion of the 13 farmers who mentioned this factor, 

that by forming and maintaining a cooperative in the area, they would 

receive a better pr.ice _for their wheat. Eleven of these farmers had 

been selling wheat to the firm 20 years or more. The larger portion of 

these farmers were among the first patrons of the two cooperatives. 

Since these farmers had been marketing wheat in this vicinity for a 

nt.nnber of years, they could recall when a difference in price existed 

between the elevators in the area. 
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One f41:ller brought out the idea that 111:lCh of the increase in price 

Wlll8 caused by the fante:rs marketlllg t heir own wheat and thereby saving 

a few pennies. By ••umt.ng en obligation, and through group effort. 

it wa possible to improve the price of wbMt tn the uea. 

Probtng for aplanations proved profitable with theae farmen •• lt 

was possible to detemine ·wat wae meant by ''a better pr ic • 11 ot only 

ware ~he fhmera tnterut.ocl tn • blgheJ' price, but also in c1:eatiog 

more competition. The feeling waa that by lncreaalng the ccapetition 

the rgin would be dacrease4 and ti. wheat would continue to bring 

what it wa11 actually worth . 

In one township, improvement in the market price for a.t wea 

111Bft,t·toned by the faTmers interviewed 1110l'e oftm tbaa any other reaeon 

as the fac.tor cau.J.ng t to ata,:t aelltag to a apeeiftc flni.. Al

though the number inurviewed la not large enough to make a atatement 

with any degree, of c.ertatnty, there te an indication that a great.er 

need for lnproftalat 1n prtce exiated in thia cowabip than 1u the 

other tvo . This 1• an --..,le of variation in attt.tude• aa cauaecl by 

conditions in the area atu led. 

:JZ 

Ownerabip of Stock. Juat aa fal'lllers qe IIIIICldnery wblch they own_. 

ao 4o eome cooperative ll*nbers believe in uetng the cooperative 1n which 

they own stock. '1'b1a reaaon w. given by elev• farmers as the factor 

causing them to atart Alling t.o a coopera~Jve. When stock beeame avail

able the famner bought eharea an.cl became part owae-ra 1n the organi

sation. 

'1'be fact that the faflllft'e were willing to buy etc,ck te cloaely 

relatecl to w of the other factora denned important . The farmers 

beltevecl a need aieted for euch an organisation or they would not have 



been 'trilling to buy stock. The return on the stock alone was not enough 

to entice them to buy shares. Eight of these farmers mentioned other 

factors causing them to start selling to the cooperative . 

The answers received from this group of farmers ~10uld seem to in-

dicate that each one realized his responsibility in helping to create 

and maintain a better wheat market in the area . The situation which 

caused the farmer to buy stock may be forgotten and so he gives the 

ownership of stock as his reason for selling to the cooperative. 

Benefits derived from the stock do not seem as salient in the farmer's 

mind as the element of being a part of the organization. 

Less Time Required for Disposing of Wheat. Time has become a very 

important element to farmers when moving wheat from the farm to the 

elevator. Nine of the farmers interviewed mentioned this as one reason 

they started selling to the firm they now prefer. The importance of 

this factor is more strongly indicated in the answers to the question 

on whether or not any wheat is sold to other firms. Thirty-three of 

the farmers interviewed had sold wheat to other firms on occasions 

because the firm preferred could not handle the wheat fast enough. 

Among the fanners who have started selling to a firm in recent years 

this reason seemed more important . As shown in answer to another ques-

tion, ffve of·the 11 farme~a who had been selling to a firm less than 

10 years, started sefling· there because of faster service. 

A few minutes saved by being able to dump the wheat and get back 

to the farm can become very important if a combine is waiting to unload. 

Several farmers mentioned that trucks have at various times been lined 

up for six blocks during the harvest season waiting to unload at the 

elevator. 
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Closer to Farm. One reason given for starting to sell to a par

ticular firm might be associated with a saving of both time and money 

in terms of a shorter distance to market. Thia saving of time would 

be possible only if the elevator could handle the wheat as it comes 

in, without any delay in unloading at the elevator. A reduction in 

transportation costs would also be possible by selling to the elevator 

nearest the farm. Thi.a would resul~ in increased returns to the farm

er if no difference existed in the prices paid at the marketing points 

throughout the area. If the price at a more distant market exceeds the 

price at the elevator nearest the farm by more than transportation 

costs, then no savings are to be had from selling to the elevator near 

the farm. 

The distance to market becomes even more important if the farmer 

does all of his own hauling. With the rush of harvest , the time saved 

by hauling to an elevator closer to the farm permits the farmer to haul 

that much more wheat during the day. However, the speed of handling 

wheat at other elevators in the area may overshadow any time saved by 

shorter hauls so the relative illlportance of the two factors must be 

considered. 

In areas around towns or rural places having only one elevator 

such as Dover, distance often seems to be the deciding factor. F.armers 

may choose to market their wheat at this one elevator rather than haul 

to the market more distant from the farm, even though other factors 

favor the firms farther from the farm. This was true in this pilot 

study with four of the five farmers mentioning this factor living near 

Dover and selling their wheat to the Dover firm. The other farmer lived 

in Okarche and gave distance as the reason for selling his wheat in 

Okarche . 
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The importance of distance to market may also be related to the 

fraction of a farmers income attributable to wheat. 'lwo of the five 

farmers who mentioned this factor derive less than one-half their farm 

income from wheat. If other farm enterprises are more important than 

wheat, the farmer may be reluctant to use any extra time in transport

ing wheat to a more distant market. 

Treatment Received from Elevator Personnel. Once a farmer comes 

in contact with the pers~riel operating an elevator, the treatment he 

receives may determine whether his attitude toward the firm is favor

able or unfavorable. Customers and potential customers may be driven 

away by the manner in which the manager or an employee acts toward an 

individual. No one likes to be treated with indifference and the same 

holds true for the farmer in his dealings with elevator personnel. 

Five farmers mentioned this factor as one reason for starting to 

sell to a specific firm. These farmers started selling to a firm be

cause they liked the treatment afforded them at this elevator better 

than that received at the other elevators in the area. Tvo of these 

farmers started selling to the firm they now use because of an unfavor

able attitude toward another firm. This attitude was a result of the 

indifference of employees and the questionable manner in which wheat 

was weighed and graded. One of these farmers believed the firm was 

"trying to get to him. " 

The attitudes of the other three farmers were of a positive nature. 

Their preferences were a result of being treated favorably in their 

dealings with elevator personnel. As long as farmers are receiving this 

kind of treatment they are reluctant to change to another firm. Farmers 

may also become regular patrons of a firm after being treated well by 
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elevator personnel. Temporary patrons may become regular patrons in 

instances such as this. 

This pilot study indicated that farmers who had been selling to 

a firm for several years seemed to place more emphasis on the treat-

ment received from the elevator personnel. Four of the five farmers 

who gave this as a reason for starting to sell to &, particular firm 

had been selling to the firm 20 years or longer. This would s~em to 

support the assumption that farmers are reluctant to, change as long as 

they are satisfied with the treatment received at the elevator. There 

is also a possibility that a relationship exists between the age of the 

farmer and the importance he places on this factor, with the older op-

erators placing a higher value on being . treated favorably. 

The importance of farmers' attitudes toward personnel employed by 

the elevator has not been fully realized during recent years. With the 

increased production and the government storage programs, elevators 

have not had to worry so much about obtaining the farmers' business. 

The farmer himself has tended to place more importance on other factors 

such as speed in getting rid of his wheat. As additional facilities 

are constructed and a competitive situation is reached once more, this 

factor will be emphasized by the farmer. 

Personal Friend .. of Manager. ,. ':tf · the manager of one of the elevators 
I 

in the area is a personal friend, other factors may not be considered. 

Four of the farme.rs gave this reason for starting to sell wheat to a 
, 

certain firm . This was not a case of one exceptionally strong person-

ality as three different managers were referred to in the interviews. 

Two of the farmers who mentioned the manager as a personal friend 

were only part-time farmers. The larger portion of their income was 

attributable to off-farm employment. This may suggest a possibility 



that for such farmers social and psychological factors are of greater 

importance than the economic considerations. 

A tendency exists for farmers who are close friends of elevator 

managers to feel obligated to take their wheat to that firm. This 

factor would probably become more important if elevator personnel were 

forced to get out and hunt for patrons. As conditions are now several 

farmers mentioned that one elevator manager was "r~ally all right" but 

just doesn't have the facilities to handle the wheat. 

Landlord Influence. Two of the farmers interviewed were influ

enced by their landlords into selling to a particular elevator. In 

neither of these cases did the landlord specify that all of the wheat 

was to be taken to a certain elevator but since he wanted the rent 

taken there the tenant sold his there also. These two farmers pre

ferred to sell to the same firm the landlord liked rather than go to 

the trouble of dividing it at the farm. 

In instances such as these~ the landlords' preferences are the 

important ones. When the landlord decides where the wheat is to be 

taken, the tenant does not have much choice as to services and type of 

firm he will patronize. 

Why Farmers Prefer One Particular Firm 

The farmers interviewed were asked. ' 'Why do you prefer the firm 

you use to others in the area?" This question was asked for the pur

pose of obtaining, 1n the farmers own words, reasons for preferring one 

of the firms in the area studied. An attempt was made to determine the 

difference, if any, in the respondent's reasons for starting to do bus

iness with the firm and currently doing his business there . Although 

the farmers were talking about the same firms, it was believed that 
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different reasons might be important now as compared with 15 to 20 years 

ago. 

This question was also used to obtain additional reasons for atti

tudes from the same farmer, if he failed to mention some of the impor

tant factors in his first answer. Since the primary objective of this 

pilot study was the testing and improvement of the questionnaire, the 

.asking of similar questions was done purposely in order ·to. obtain more 

variation in attitudes. The questionnaire was designed to obtain as 

many reasons for different attitudes as could possibly be important in 

the lhnited area. 

Table 4 contains the reasons expressed as to why a particular firm 

was preferred at the time of the interview. The broad groupings into 

which the answers have been fitted are very similar to those used for 

reasons for starting to patronize a particular firm. Only two group

ings have different meanings, but the relative importance of some of 

the groupings were different for the two questions. A number of the 

farmers mentioned different reasons from their first answers which 

caused a general movement between the groupings. 

Practically the same reasons were obtained from the group of farm

ers but there was some change among the farmer.s caused by one farmer 

mentioning in answer to this question what another farmer had mentioned 

in answer to the first question. If the reasons can be rated in impor

tance according to the number of times they are stated, then a change 

in importance occurred between two of the factors. Speed in the hand

ling of wheat was mentioned more often in answer to this question 

whereas the ownership of stock was not mentioned by as many farmers. 

The receipt of patronage dividends was the factor mentioned most 

frequently as the reason for preferring a particular firm over others 
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Table 4 . Reasons Why Farmers Interviewed 
Preferred a Specific Firm 

Reasons King fisher: Cimarron . Center 
Township Township t Township 

Number Number Number 

Patronage Dividend 9 4 3 

Maintain Price of Wheat 8 3 2 
in the Area 

Less Time Required for 4 s 4 
Disposing of Wheat 

Ownership of Stock 3 2 2 

Treatment Received from 4 1 2 
Elevator Personnel 

Closer to Farm 1 3 l 
! 

Personal Friend of 2 l l 
Manager 

Others* 2 3 3 

Total 
3 Townships 

Number 

16 

13 

13 

7 

7 

5 

4 

8 

SOURCE: Schedules obtained from farmers in three townships of Kingfisher 
county in March, 1955. 

* Others includes better scales, landlord influence, other business at 
the · same firm, ,and desil'e :to ,be regarded as regular customer. 



in the area . The dollar savings which had enticed many farmers to 

start selling to the cooperative were important to the fanner at the 

time of the interview. The return of a dividend on wheat sold to the 

firm can become a rather large amount even though it is only a few 

cents per bushel . To the farmer, this patronage dividend is the same 

as a higher price for · the wheat. 

Thirteen of the f~rmers preferred the firm to which they sold thei,r 

wheat because they believed it was helping to maintain a better price 

for wheat in the area . This group of respondents liked a firm because 

of its influence on the price paid for wheat in the conmunity. As one 

farmer said, "We have the farmers' elevator there for protection--see 

that we get a fair price . " The farmers in this group preferred to sell 

to the cooperative type firms because of their competitive influence 

on both price and services. 

The elevators which were more conveniently located and could han-

dle the wheat faster were preferred for these reasons. Farmers who 

gave this factor as a basis for their preference liked the firm because 

they "can usually get the wheat in faster. '' For each individual farm-
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er, the firms referred to in this respect might vary with his own sit

uation. The farmers near Dover could probably take their wheat to the 

elevator there and dispose of it faster than if they took it to King

fisher even though the Kingfisher elevator might physically handle wheat 

faster. This factor is re.lated to both location of farm and the speed 

and efficiency with which the elevator can handle wheat. Farmers who pre

ferred a particular £inn for this reason were referring to the finn which 

possessed the facilities for and was usually capable of faster service. 

Although it was not mentioned as often in answer to this question 

as the one on reasons for starting to sell to a firm, owning stock 



continued to be one of the main reasons farmers preferred a specific 

firm. The element of feeling like a part-owner and being indirectly 

responsible for the management of the firm was very important to some 

farmers. If the farmer feels there is very little difference in the 

elevators otherwise, he will take his wheat to the one in which he per-

sonally has an interest. Six of t~e eight fat"'lller:s who mentioned t:his 

factor gave this in addition to other reasons for preferring a particu-

lar firm. 

Effort put forth to please the farmer may decide whether or not he 

prefers a particular elevator. Seven of the farmers interviewed pre-

£erred a firm because of the treatment they had received from the ele-

vator personnel. The farmer as a patron likes to feel that his busi-

ness is appreciated and the only indicator he has is the treatment he 

receives 'from the e levator personnel. Once the farmer started doing 

business uith the firm~ actions of the people he came in contact with 

partially determined his attitude toward the firm. This factor is prob-

ably more important to some farmers than others as some people demand 

more attenti~ and are more personality conscious. 

Such reasons as distance from farm, personal friendship of the 

manager, and landlord influence were repeated by the farmers who had 

mentioned them in answer to the other question. Differences between 

prices at . the different potn~~ now as compared with 10 to 20 years ago .. 
had decreased if any change at all had occurred so the distance to mar-

ket remained~ important factor to farmers near Dover . The managers 

of the elevators had not changed in recent years so the farmers who 

thought of a certain manager as a personal friend repeated this as a 

reason for their preference for continuing to patronize a particular 

firm. The situations of the two tenants who emphasized the influence 



exerted by their landlords were the same for this question. The factors 

salient in the minds of these farmers were given both as reasons for 

starting to sell to a firm and as the factors causing them to prefer 

that firm at the present time. 

Three of the fan1ers interviewed preferred a particular elevator 

because of the scales used for weighing the wheat . The elevators using 

·scalea"wbich stamped the '1!1eight on a ticket were. preferred by the farm

ers. This type of scales abo let farmers see the weights at the same 

time they were being stamped. lwen if no difference existed in weights 

with the various kinds of scales, the farmers liked the firm which used 

the scales in which they bad more confidence. These farmers preferred 

those elevators which they believed were ''more fair on weights. " 

The preferences of two farmers for a particular firm were a result 

of the other business transacted with that firm. In both instances the 

firm had purchased other farm products from them. The willingness of the 

firm to purchase cOl,peas and alfalfa seed was important to these farmers. 

They preferred the firm because of this additional service it performed. 

One of the farmers interviewed a lways sold part of his wheat to 

a particular firm so that he would be regarded as a regular customer. 

The farmer did this in order to have storage if it became scarce. He 

believed that by being a regular customer he would receive storage as 

long as any was available . This farmer's preference was a result of 

his desir e for a form of i nstirance. i~ :,this case insurance against the 

elevators not being able to handle all of the wheat in the area. 

The Change in Reasons for Preferences 

Farmers prefer a particular firm today for slightly different 

reasons from those deemed important when they first started selling to 
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the firm. The major change has been associated with the type of influ-

ence which a firm might have on the price paid for wheat in the area. 

A large number of the farmers interviewed started selling to an elevator 

because they believed that firm would improve the price of wheat. An 

even larger number-now prefer' to ' sell to certain elevators because it 
-~ -

ia believed that these firms are helping to maintain the price paid 

for wheat. 

The wheat marketing situation which existed at the time many of 

the farmers started selling wheat to the elevator preferred was quite 

different from the situation now. Large margins for the merchandising 

of wheat and price diff·e1centials between elevators were not unc0111DOn 

at that time. The cooperative firms which developed were largely a 

result of farm groups organizing to sell their own wheat in order to 

receive a better price for their wheat. Today, most of the firms pay 

approximately the same price for wheat but many of the farmers believe 

this is a result of the competitive influence exerted by the various 

firms. The incentive several years ago was the improvement of price, 

whereas now it is the maintenance of what bas been achieved. 

Faster service at the elevator has become more important in recent 

years. This factor was given more frequently as a reason for preferr-

ing a specific firm at the time of the interview than it was for start-

ing to sell to a particular firm. This might be expected with the 

improvements in technology and use of combines on a custom basis. 

Scientific advances in production methods have paved the way f~r much 

shorter harvest seasons which in turn force the elevators to handle 

the same amount of wheat over a 111.1ch shorter period. 

Aa the difference in price between elevators decreases, other 

factors become more important. The farmer is more conscious of such 
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factors as the type of scales used and the treatment he receives from 

elevator personnel. Such changes were evident in the difference be

tween the answers to these two questions. 

Factors Related to Preferences 

In the study of factors related to farmers' preferences, selected 

personal, soci.al and economic characteristics of the farmers interviewed 

were reviewed to determine if auy relationship existed. The objective 

here was to uncover any factors which.might bear relationships to pref

erences for certain services. Are farmers' preferences related to 

the size of farm they operate? Indications as to the answers to such 

problems are the subject of this section of the study. 

Since this pilot study was designed to facilitate the study of 

farmers' preferences in the wheat area, it was believed that such a 

study should point out some of the factors related to preferences in 

wheat marketing. The sample taken was not large enough to make state

ments with respect to these related factors, but rather to provide 

indications which could be tested in the major survey. The factors 

discussed briefly in this thesis are those which were indicated either 

in previous studies or in this pilot study as possibly being related 

to farmers' preferences. 

Age of Operator. Certain factors might be more important to older 

operators than to ones who have just started farming. Tlte difference 

here may be associated either with the operator's age or his experience 

in selling wheat. The preferences ol. older operators who have sold 

wheat in the vicinity for several years are likely to be more defined 

than those of the younger operators who have not had time to form definite 

opinions. Firms attempting to please a certain age group would benefit from 



any information which would indicate the relationship, if any, between 

age and preferences. Previous studies have not agreed on this problem 

and this pilot study was not extensive enough to furnish any indication. 

Size of Farm Operated . In previous studies the question had arisen 

as to whether or not a relationship existed between cooperative partic

ipation and the size of the farm operated. 1 This pilot study did not 

reveal any answers to this problem. It is reasonable to assume that 

large operators would desire different marketing services from those 

wanted by small operators. For instance, in this study there was an 

indication that small operators were more likely to regard speed in hand-

ling as important since they performed more of their own farm operations 

and needed to get back to the farm. 

The degree to which farmers' preferences vary with the size of 

farm they operate should be determined. Such information would be very 
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helpful in the determination of those services needed in a market area. 

It must be realized however, that a large farm does not necessarily 

indicate a large wheat acreage. 

Importance of Wheat Relative to Other Parm Enterprises. A farmer 

deriving the ma jor portion of his income from wheat would be expected 

to have more definite attitudes regarding the marketing services de-

sired than would the farmer who only had a few acres. On farms of rel-

atively the same size, the farmer using wheat in a program of diversi-

fied farming would probably not be as deliberate as the wheat farmer in 

choosing a market for his wheat. As the farmer's wheat acreage decreases 

in importance relative to other enterprises, factors relating to his 

other enterprises are likely to be foremost in his mind. 

1George M. Beal, ~ ~ of Participation in Parmer Cooperatives 
(Ames, 1954), p. 57. 



Those farmers having other enterprises which are more important 

may choose a firm because it is the market for their other products. 

Two of the farmers included in this study preferred a particular firm 

because it purchased their other farm products. The livestock pro-

ducer might prefer an elevator because it ha$ facilities for grinding 
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and mixing feed. Factors related to other enterprises should be con

sidered in this type of study as they may affect farmers' preferences for 

marketing services. 

Tenure Status. The number of tenants interviewed in this study 

was insufficient for any indication of a relationship between prefer

ences and tenure status. In the studies of farmers' attitudes toward 

cooperatives there is conflicting evidence as to whether or not a 

relationship exists. The maj or survey should provide an adequate 

number of schedules for a study of the effect of tenure status on 

preferences for marketing services. 

Number~ Years Farmer Has Patronized.!!.!!!!!· This pilot study 

provided a definite indication of a relationship between farmers' pref

erences and the number of years they had been selling to a particular 

firm . The farmers who started selling to a firm more than 20 years 

ago prefetTed that firm for reasons different from those given by the 

farmers who started selling to a firm recently. (Table 5) . Changes in 

the local market situations have caused much of this difference . The 

farmer who has been selling to a firm for several years remembers con

ditions which are not prevalent today. On the other hand, the farmer 

who has just started selling to a firm thinks primarily of the advan

tages which are noticeable now and tends to forget the factors which 

have been important in the long run. 



Table 5. Relationship of Reasons for Farmers' Preferences 
to the Number of Years They Had Sold to the Finn. 

Reasons Number of Years 

0-9 10-19 20 or More 

Patronage Dividend 3 7 6 

Maintain Price of Wheat 1 2 10 
in the area 

Less Time Required for 7 . 4 2 . . 
Disposing of Wheat 

Ownership of Stock 2 2 4 

Treatment Received from 1 6 
Elevator Personnel 

Closer to l'arm 2 1 2 

Personal Friend of 2 l 1 
Manager 

Others* 4 2 2 

SOURCE: Schedules obtained from farmers in three tQWnships of Kingfisher 
county in March, 1955. 

* Others includes better scales, landlord infl~ence, other business at 
the same firm, and desire to be regard~ as regular customer. -
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An example of the difference in reasons stated is shown by the 

number of farmers preferring a firm because it ''maintains the price of 

wheat in the area. " Nine of the farmers who bad sold to a firm 20 years 

or more gave this reason for preferring the firm whereas only one of 

the farmers who had been selling to an elevator less than 10 years men

tioned this factor. Much of th.is .difference is a result of the small 

price differentials between firms during recent years. Many farmers 

have tended to forget the effect one additional firm can have on the 

price of wheat and therefore do not regard this factor as a reason for 

preferring one firm over the others in the area . 

The element of speed in handling wheat has become more important 

in recent years. farmers who have started selling to a particular 

elevator during recent years mention this factor more often than do 

those who have been selling to a firm 20 years or more. Seven of the 

11 farmer• interviewed who had been patronizing a firm less than 10 

years mentioned this as one of the reasons for selling where they did. 

Thia factor has caused some of -these farmers to change firms and is 

salient in their minds as a reason for preferring the particular firm. 

This pilot study also indicated that farmers who had been selling 

to one firm for several years deemed the treatment received from ele

vator personnel as very important. As shown in Table 5, this factor 

was mention~d more frequently by this group than either of the other 

two groups. Whether this is associated with the age of the respondent 

or is the result of being treated well for several years would require 

further study. With one exception, the farmers mentioning this were 

older farmers and had been selling wheat for more than 20 years in the 

area studied. 
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Sources of Market Information. The farmers who were interviewed 

in this study were asked what their source of market information was. 

This question was used not only to determine sources of information, 

but also as an indicator of the diliberation in choosing a market for 

wheat. Farmers who attempt to keep up with the various types of market 

news available should have preferences based more upon factual infor

mation. The type of information sought by this group of farmers was 

the current cash price. With a very few exceptions, this was the only 

information they desired. Television, newspapers and radios were con

sulted for the price of wheat at the different marketing points in the 

area. Porty of the farmers believed the information received was 

adequate, while the other two farmers were intere·sted in something other 

than market information. 
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The evid~e provided by the answer to this question would indicate 

the farmers do not deliberate each year in deciding what elevator to use. 

Similar indications were provided by the response to a question on whether 

or not . they shopped around before selling •. Only eight farmers stated 

they shopped around and these eight looked for the elevator which could 

handle the wheat most readily. 

Method of Storage. Is the wheat in this area stored comnercially 

or on-farm? No attempt was made in this pilot .study to· derive infor

mation as to where the farmer's grain was stored. However, a need was 

indicated for this information to assist in the study of those factors 

related to the handling of the wheat during harvest season. In those 

localities where a large part of the wheat is stored on farm, the prob

lems of the elevators during harvest season are not nearly so great. 

Wheat stored on-farm is usually brought to the elevators over a longer 



period of time» giving the local elevator plenty of time to move wheat 

out to the terminal elevator. During recent years most of the wheat in 

the area studied was stored comnercially, placing a much greater burden 

on the elevator• at the time of harvest. 

The use of custom combining has ·caus-ed the harvest season to be 

much ehorter. This factor along with increased use of commercial stor-

age· bas forced the elevators to handle the wheat faster than they for-

merly did. Farmers' preferences have also been affected by these changes. 

Such factors as speed in handling the wheat have increased in importance. 

The farmers who had started selling to firms during the last 10 years 

mentioned the time factor more frequently than any other reason for pre-

£erring a particular firm. (Table 5.) 

A measure of the amount of wheat produced in an area which is 

stored on-farm would aid in determining the difficulties in handling 

the wheat during the harvest season. Certain preferences could also 

be related to this information. 

Membership in Farm Organizations. Farmers' preferences for certain 

types of firms may be related to the number of other farm organizations 

in which they are members. Farmers who are accustomed to doing things 

in groups are more inclined to prefer the cooperative type firm. In 

a study of member attitude,s toward cooper~tives, it was found that par-

ticipation is higher among those farmers holding membership in other 

farm organizations.1 The possibility of a relat'ionship between farmers' 

preferences and their membership in other farm organizations should be 

considered in the maj or survey. 

lA. W. McKay, Members Knowledge_!!!!! Attitudes--Calavo Growers of 
<:alifornia, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Farm Credit Administration 
Circulars C 137 (Washington, D. C., 19S0), p. 11. 
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Firms and Services Available. The preferences of farmers must be 

considered in relation to what services are available and the different 

types of firms available. Most of the preferences derived in this type 

of study are directly related to firms in the area studied. Farmers 

tend to consider only those services available and it is very difficult 

to obtain their likes and dislikes about services with which they are 

not acquainted. 

Farmers located in an area served by cooperative type firms may 

have different sets of preferences from those farmers located in an 

area served by private firms. In this study the reasons for the atti

tudes of those farmers preferring the cooperatives were associated with 

the type of firm. This is probably more prevalent where there are only 

minor differences in the services provided. In a question aimed at 

deriving those services wanted but unavailable, all of the farmers 

selling wheat to elevators in this area were satisfied with the services 

being provided. 

The forces which motivate a farmer, causing him to select a par

ticular market for his wheat, are a result of his contact with individ

uals, groups, situations, and institutions around him. Conditions 

affecting the farmer and the factors related to his preferences must 

be recognized in a study of his a~titudes. 

Farmers' Criticisms 

The farme,rs interviewed in this study were asked for criticisms 

of the firms to which their wheat was sold. Difficulty was experienced 

in obtaining criticisms of the elevat9rs in the area. This problem 

might be related to the number of farmers who owned stock in the coop

erative elevators. As one farmer said, "If there was anything wrong 

we Would get it changed." 



Fifteen of the farmers who were interviewed had criticisms of the 

firm to which they had sold wheat. The factor mentioned by the largest 

number of farmers was. the inability of the elevators to take the wheat 

fast enough during 0 the harv~~t season. Of the four farmers mentioning 

this, two believed the situation had been corrected by recent construc

tion of additiona1 ··iiev•tor f4e:Uities . 

Three of the farmers criticized the cooperatives in the area for 

trying to become too large. These farmers believed that a need existed 

for the farmers' elevators but wanted the cooperatives to stay out of 

the retailing business. 

Grading practices of certain firms were criticized by three farmers. 

These farmers suspicioned unfairness in the grading of their wheat. Two 

of these farmers directed their criticisms toward firms to which they 

had sold wheat in the past. 

One of the firms alloted storage space in 1954 on the basis of 

past patronage. This issue was controversial in nature with some farmers 

in favor of the practice and some against . Two of the farmers criti

cized the firm because of this allotment of storage. 

Premiums for good baking wheat were not paid in this area unless 

the wheat was sold in carload lots. Two of the farmers believed this 

was in reality penalizing the grower of better baking wheat since some 

of the undesirable varieties tested higher and were priced the same. 

A policy was desired which would encourage farmers to grow quafity bak

ing wheat by the use of premiums and discounts. 

:>Z 

One wheat farmer criticized the railroad's present system of allot

ing cars to the elevators. The farmer thought a system should be developed 

so that elevators could obtain cars when needed~ especially those elevat

ors with limited storage. 



The failure to obtain more criticisms in this study may be traced 

to the tendency of people to refrain. from censuring a company or in

dustry.1 The criticisms which were obtained should be more meaningful 

since they represented very sharp criticisms from the farmers inter-

viewed . The small number mentioning the various factors must not be 

overlooked as one might expect the number ·to· grow with the size of the 

sample. 

Improvements Suggested by the Farmers 

Several questions in the pilot study interviews were directed 

toward additional services desired and general improvements needed in 

the firms buying wheat. Different questions were used in order to ob-

tain as many of the elements of dissatisfaction as possible. Along with 

factors favoring particular firms, these criticisms and objections are 

considered by the farmer in his decision as to which elevator he should 

use. 

The farmers selling wheat to firms in this area seemed to be well 

satisfied with the services provided. All of the farmers who were in-

terviewed in this study said the firm they preferred provided all of the 

services they desired. The type of criticisms offered would seem to 

auppprt this indication. The farmers who criticized the different firms 

were not concerned with the number of services but the manner in which 

they were performed. For instance, all. of the elevators provided stor-

age but a difference ·existed in the t ·ime required for unloading the 

wheat when it was brought to the elevator. 

The major improvements were suggested when the farmer was asked to 

define the circumstances under which he would change to another firm. 

1stanley L. Payne, The~ of Asking Questions (Princeton, 1951), 
p. 24 . 



Seventeen of the fanners said they would sell to another firm if it be

came necessary in order to obtain storage or if anotheT firm could han

dle the wheat faster. These farmers were not interested in additional 

services but in improving the ones available. 

Only six of the farmers interviewed in this study believed the 

available wheat markets unsatisfaciory. The reasons given by these 

farmers were inadequate facilities and inability to handle the wheat 

fast enough. Consistency was apparent in the farmers' attitudes toward 

improvement of wheat marketing in this area with the farmers interested 

in an increase in storage facilities and faster service when unloading 

the wheat at the elevator . Se-<1eral of the farmers indicated the sit

uation had already been remedied by recent construction. 

Areas of improvement as indicated in this study are not in addi

tional services. The suggestions derived from the farmers who were 

interviewed are in terms of improving those services already available. 



CHAPTER VI 

PROJECTION OF TECHNIQUES 

Questionnaire Devel opment 

The information obtained i n the pi lot study will facilitate the 

construction of a questionnaire for the maj or survey. Answers received 

in reply to the pilot study questions provide an indication of the type 

of answers to be expected and problems to be encountered in a study of 

farmers' marketing preferences. 

The questionnaire used in t he pilot study was constructed so as to 

record as much variation i n expression of attitudes as possible in a 

limited area. (Appendix) An effort was made in t he questions near the 

end of the questionnaire to draw the farmer out and get him to express 

those factors which were not as salient in his mind as those previously 

stated . The anticipation of such factors is important in wording ques

tions for the major survey. 

The type of question to use is a problem which has received a great 

deal of attention. There are many ob j ections to either the open-ended

free answer, two-way choice such as the yes or no, or the multiple choice 

type questions. As is true in most research of this type, more than one 

type of question should be used in the maj or survey questionnaire. Wide-

open questions are recoomended for the determination of the relative im

portance of different factors with 'tllOre specific questions used to indi-:

cate impressions of the single aspect. 

Open-ended questions were used at the beginning of the pilot study 

interviews and more detailed and specific questions were used toward the 

end of the questionnaire. After the farmer had been asked the £inn he pre

ferred, then a reason-why question was asked. His reasons were obtained 
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for starting to sell to a particular firm and for preferring that firm 

at the time of the interview. Answers from these questions provided an 

indication of farmers' attitude• toward marketing firms. 

One of the major objections to the open-ended question is the dif-

ficulty of coding or quantifying the free answers. Much of this diffi-

culty was not present in this study since the answers were tied to ser-

vices, differences in the performance of these services, or factors 

associated with the type of firms available. 

Questions directed toward specific attitudes and related factors 

should be multiple choice type questions. It is believed each type of 

question has its place in a study of farmers' preferences, the open-

ended question directed toward those factors salient in the mind of the 

respondent and the multiple choice or two-way question for those con-

siderations not frequently recalled. 

The information obtained in the pilot study makes it possible to 

use more specific wording in the questions directed toward factors re-

lated to preferences. These questions should be. constructed so as to 

obtain the relationship, if any, which exists between the factors and 

the farmers' preferences. Since these factors might not be considered 

in answering the open-ended type questions, more direct inquiries are 

recoumended. 

The multiple . choice tyPe questions are the most formal type of 

question. 1 This is especially true if a large number of choices are 

presented from which the respondent must c:hooae his answer. Card 

1stanley L. Payne, The!!:! of Asking Questions (Princeton, 1951), 
p. 75. 
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lists are recoumended if more than three choices are presented. Since 

informal interviews seem to obtain better results, the multiple choice 

questions used should probably contain no more than three choices. 

The wording of questions used in the interviews is important in 

establishing and maintaining rapport. Questions which were less formal 

in their wording appeared to obtain better responses from the farmer. 

In this pilot study the respondent was more willing to express his 

opinion and reveal his attitudes when questions of a less formal nature 

were asked. The conditions under which interviews with farmers are con-

ducted also suggest an informal question when feasible. As the farmer will 

probabl y be interviewed wherever he is found, the more formal questions 

such as those using card l ists should be used only when absolutely nee-

essary. 

Besides providing an indication of the type answers to be expected, 

the pilot study results may be used for pre-coding open-ended questions 

in the ma jor survey. Reasons expressed for prefen:ing a particular firm 

such as those in Table 4 indicate that over 90 per cent of the farmers' 

reasons for preferences could be coded in check boxes designated as 

patronage dividends, influence on the market price, time required for 

disposing of wheat, ownership of stock, treatment received from elevator 

personnel, distance to farm, and personal friendship of manager. n1e 

answers may be recorded in such a form that the results are ready for ma-
.· ;, 

chine tabulation. the efficiency and speed of the interviewer can also 

be increased by pre-coding these questions and the interviewer is usually 

more able to intei;pret the answers correctly at th~ t.ime than is someone 

in an office miles away and hours or days removed from the time of the 

interview. The free-answer type questions were helpful in setting up 



some of the issues for the major survey. These issues may now be studied 

from all sides by the use of more specific questions. 

The major changes needed in the questionnaire are in the nature of 

addition and deletion of questions. Practically the same types of ques

tions are recomnended for the major survey as were used in the pilot 

study. Fixed question or fr.ee answer type questions should be used in 

part of the questionnaire, with the answers pre-coded when possible. 

The attitudes and reasons for attitudes are not crystallized and do not 

fall into definite patte-ms well enough to use all multiple choice or 

two-way questions. The dynamic aspects of marketing services are such 

that open-ended type questions are indicated for the first part of the 

questionnaire. The pilot study showed how preferences change as in 

Table S where a noticeable difference existed between the farmers who 

started selling to a firm recently and those who started several years 

ago. 

The questions pertaining to market conditions prevailing in the 

area should be revised so that preferences can be studied in their re

lationship to each farmer's concept of market conditions. Information 

conceming conditions in the area should be obtained from all sources 

possible so that it can be determined whether or not the farmers' atti

tudes are a result of a lack of information. 

Certain questions should be revised to eliminate use of wording 

which obtained answers with no knowledge or only vague notions of the 

terms used. Such terms as naervices" must be explained if the farmers' 

true attitudes are to be ducovered • . · An explanation would prevent an

swers based on faulty interpretations . Many of the farmers wanted to 

know what was meant when they were asked if the firm they sold their 

wheat to provided all t he servicea~they desired. Their failure to fully 
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understand the term may have prevented them £ran indicating additional 

services. 

The questions pertaining to the general characteristics of the 

farm operated should be revised. The only general information needed 

in the major survey is that bearing a relationship to the (armer's 

preferences. 'nle pilot study showed that a large amount of information 

about enterprises other than wheat is not necessary for a study of 

farmers' preferences in the wheat area. Such information as acreages 

of other crops and the fraction of farm income. attributable to other 

enterprises is not needed to determine the importance of wheat to the 

farmer. The results of the pilot study indicated that these factors 

were not related to the farmer's preferences for marketing services. 

In order to cut down on the interview time and yet secure the informa-

tion desired, questions must be to the point and limited to preferences, 

reasons for preferences, and factors related to preferences. 

The results obtained in the pilot study should be useful in the 

development of a questionnaire. However. there are problems remaining 

which must be recognized in the final construction, testing, and use of 

the questionnaire. The c.banges which have been recoumended are needed 

improvements, but even yet there are certain difficulties which must be 

recognized. 

Care muat be exercised in questioning the farmer about the reasons 
. ,.:,. 

for prefen-ing the firm to which his wheat is sold. Answers to the 

question on why the farmer preferred the firm he used. showed that he 

did not necessarily prefer the firm but was .forced to sell there in 

order to obtain a particular service. Even though the farmer preferred 

a specific elevator. he was on occasions forced to patronize another 

firm because of some critical factor such as storage. This is an example 



of a firm increasing its business because of its ability to provide a 

needed service . 

As questions become more s.pecific in nature, and as inquiries are 

made regarding particular services., the question should not force the 

respondent to form and express an opinion on a topic t;o which h.e has 

not previously given any thought. An ex.ample of this was the pilot 

study question involving circumstances under which the farmer woul~ 

sell to another firm. The answers received seemed to indicate a lack 

of thought since 20 of the 42 farmers could think of no circumstances 

which would entice them to sell to another firm. 

The words used in each question are another problem to be encoun

tered. Simple words or phrases, which are not likely to be misinter

preted, should be used. Differences in interpretation would suggest 

revision of the question asking if a satisfactory wheat rket was 

available at all times needed . Many of the farmers wanted to know 

what was meant by "satisfactory wheat market . 11 

vv 

The meaning and pronunciation of the potential problem words should 

be checked. An effort should be made to use only words which are read

ily understood. Words such as "criticisms" carry a strong implication 

and should be used sparingly, if ever. The word criticism implies cen

sure of the firm and because of this many respondents were reluctant to 

indicate their dislikes and ideas for improvement. Answers to questions 

(20) At\d (21) indicate~ that several of the farmers had criticisms yet 

failed to mention them 1n the ·ciuestion asking for critici81118. In these 

questions the same farmers who said they had no criticisms gave circum

stances under which they would sell to another firm such as increased 

speed in unloading the wheat and more favorable treatment from elevator 

personnel. Other farmers said the wheat market was unsatisfactory because 



of inadequate facilities and inability to take the wheat fast enough 

yet these same farmers had failed to offer any criticisms. 

These are a few of the problems to be encountered in construction 

and use of questionnaires. This pilot study has alleviated some of 

these problems but others are likely to appear in the major survey. 

An awareness of the problems will aid in ma.king corrections during the 

pre-test of the questionnaire. 

O J. 

Selection of a Sample of Farmers 

Results of the pilot study provide indications which may be used as 

a basis for selection of a sample in the major survey. Patterns of var

iation which were present in the limited area of this study should be 

helpful in designing the sample for the wheat area of Oklahoma. Even 

though the study was designed primarily as an aid to the construction 

of a questionnaire, it does suggest certain factors to be considered in 

the selection of a sample. 

In the pilot study an area was selected which contained a large 

amount of variation in market conditions. The Dover area has only one 

elevator with limited facilities, whereas the Kingfisher and Hennessey 

areas each have three elevators, with much greater facilities. This 

variation in market conditions provides useful indications for the con

struction of a sample as well as questionnaire development . 

The data obtained in the pilot study indicated that preferences vary 

with the local situation. Some of the farmers living in the Dover area 

provided an example of farmers who regarded distance to market as impor

tant. These farmers preferred to haul to the one elevator at Dover 

rather than haul to a more distant market. Other farmers in the Dover 

area were willing to haul greater distances in order to obtain additional 



services or because of differ enc.es in the type of firm. I n the Henn

essey and Kingfisher areas, the distance factor was not mentioned. One 

other indication of difference between areas was the number of fanners 

around Kingfisher who preferred a firm because of its influence on 

price . This difference in preferences between areas would indicate a 

~ed for including areas with variation in market conditions . 

A pattern of preferences in the area _of t he pilot study seemed to 

develop before all of the schedules were taken. This indicates the 

sampling rate would not necessarily need to be as heavy as in the pilot 

study to determine the preferences within an area . 

Five of the sections included in the pilot study sample contained 
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no dwellings or farm units. A rule was made, to find the farmer and 

interview him if there was wheat being grown on the section. Tliis was 

done without great difficulty. However, two of the farmers having wheat 

on these sections would have been interviewed since their farm units were 

located on other sections included in the sample . Since it is usually a 

rule that a sampling unit should have only one chance of inclusion, this 

would indicate that only sections containing farm units should be included. 

The problem of call-backs was also emphaeued in this study. Of 

the 42 farms included, 21 required at least one call-back before the sched

ule was completed. An increase in interviewer travel from 198 miles to 

455 miles was necessitated by the interview not being obtained during 

the first call. A need was indicated for these c.all-backs however, 

since the farmers requiring call-.backs seemed to be operating dtf ferent 

type farms. The farmers interviewed during the first call tended to 

have more livestock with wheat slightly less important as a source of 



farm i ncome . The number of schedules obtained was not large enough to 

de termine whether or not a difference existed in preferences . 

The type of firms available in the different counties of the wbeat 

a rea should be considered in the selection of a sample . This pilot 

study showed that many of t he attitudes and reasons .for attitudes are 

associated with the "type of firm preferred. For instance, facton con

sidered important i n an are.a served by a cooperative are not the same 

as those in an area where only private firms are present. 

Instruction of Interviewers 

The instruction of interviewers is an important phase of any suc

cessful study. Reliability of results is dependent upon the use of 

proper interviewing techniques. This is especially true in a study of 

preferences where open-ended questions are used and the interviewer re

cords the answers verbatim or fits the answeTs into pre-determined 

groupings . 

Establishing rapport at the beginning of the interview was one of 

the greatest difficulties experienced in the pilot study. In approach

ing the farmer and introducing the subject. the need was emphasized for 

a simple explanation of the study and the respondent's important con

tribution to the study. Once the farmer was convinced of the need for 

the information. the interview was completed with adequate cooperation 

from the farmer. 

I)., 

The interviewers taking part in the major survey should explain to 

the respondent the need marketing agencies have for farmers' preferences. 

Possible uses of these preferences should also be indicated to the farm

er. The possibility of increased convenience or greater economic returns 

should also be stressed at the beginning of the interview. Once the 



farmer realizes the need for t he study it is not difficult to develop 

and maintain r apport between t he interviewer and the respondent. 

The interviewer m-..ist be careful not to express any of his own feel

ings or attitudes during or after the interview in order that the inmed

iat.e interviewee as well, as other farmers he may come in contact with 

will not modify . t heir responses . The i nterviewer mus t also exercise care 

i n asking the questions to prevent bias entering in because of the tone 

of his voice or words he uses in probing for answers. The interviewer 

can change the complete meaning of a qu ation by stressing certain words 

or by using words with slightly different meanings. 

Training of interviewers should include explanations of the ques

tions composing the questionnaire 1n order to obtain correct interpre

tations. Interviewers should also do some practice interviewing and 

editing of t he questionnaire. This kind of training is especially 

important if the questions require field coding as it will increase the 

uniformity of treatment both in asking the question and recording the 

answer. 

Interviewers must be convinced of the necessity of call-backs. As 

in any area-sampling study, a la.rge number of the farmers will not be 

available for interview during the first call. Since the farmers who 

are not available may be operating dif feren.t type farms and have dif

ferent preferences , call-backs should be made. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Farmers marketing wheat prefer different firms. Much of this 

difference in preferences is caused by the services provide~ at the 

firms available to the farmer. Each farmer has an individual set of 

values which influence him in the decision as to where he should mar

ket his wheat. The motivational forces ' which ~ffect the farmer are re

lated to the individuals, groups, situations, and institutions with 

which he comes in contact. 

The study of farmers' preferences for marketing services is a r el

atively new field of research endeavor. This study was designed as a 

pilot study, with development and improvement of techniques as the pri

mary objectives. Results obtained in this study do not represent all 

wheat farmers' preferences, but provide an indication of the factors 

considered important in one county of the wheat area of Oklahoma. Forty

two farmers from three townships in Kingfisher county ~,ere interviewed. 

The area selected for this study contained a large amount of varia

tion in firms available and market conditions. Since this was primarily 

a study in methodology, variation in attitudes and reasons for attitudes 

was desired. This aided in recognizing many of the problems inherent in 

a study of farmers' preferences. The pilot study provided indications 

which should facilitate the ma jor survey. 

Resul ts of this pilot study show that the preferences of farmers are 

associated with the firms available, marketing services being performed, 

and the manner in which these services are performed. Factors such as 

the receipt of patronage dividends, influence on market price, ownership 
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of stock, and time required for unloading wheat were important to the 

farmers interviewed in this study. Of the 42 farmers interviewed, 31 

mentioned one or more of these factors as their reason for preferring 

a particular firm. Thia study indicated that factors related to the 

type of firm are more important where only slight differences exist 

in the services available. Thirty of the 42 farmers who were inter

viewed preferred the cooperative type firm with 19 of these farmers 

giving reasons associated with features peculiar to that type of firm. 

Factors which may be related to farmers' preferences were discussed 

briefly in this study. Results from related studies and from this pilot 

study indicated a relationship between these factors and the firm pre

ferred. 

Technological advances in production have influenced farmers in 

their preferences for marketing firms with the elevators forced to 

handle the same amount of wheat during a much shorter period. Farmers 

who have changed firms, or have sold part of their wheat to firms other 

than the one preferred, mentioned the time required for disposing of the 

wheat at the elevator more frequently than any other factor. 

Answers obtained in the pilot study interviews provide a basis for 

construction of a questionnaire for the major survey of farmers' prefer

ences. Open-ended type qu-estions are .reconmended for the first part of 

the questionnaire with multiple choice or two-way questions directed 

toward the specific attitudes and related factors. Results obtained in 

the pilot study should be used for pre-coding the open-ended questions. 

The pilot study pointed out some of the factors to consider in draw

ing a sample for the major survey. Conditions prevailing in the different 

counties of the wheat area such as available storage and the type of firms 

operating should be studied before the sample is taken. 
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Experience gained in the pilot study provided material for in-

struction of interviewers . The difficulties involved in approaching 

the farmer and convincing him of the need for the information must be 

recognized and steps taken to aid in establishing and maintaining 

rapport between the int~rviewer attd t:he respondent: . , _, 

The preferences of faP!iers derived · in this study show ·that a 

pattern is pres.ent in their attitudes toward the firms handling wheat 

and the services available in the area. Such factors as those fotmd 

important in this study should prove helpful to those agencies attempt-

ing to serve the farmer in a marketing capacity. 
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APPENDIX 



Questionnaire for Pilot Study 

Age ____ _ 

1. tn1at size farm do you operate? ________ ~-~------- (Acres) 

2 . What is your tenure status? Acres Owned ( ) Acres Rented ( ) 

Acres Leased ( 

3. What are you1· principal crops--------'--------' 

4. Do you have any livestock? Number of: Be~f Cattle ---- --------

5. 

Milk Cows -------
What fraction of your 
farm income is usually 
derived from: 

What was your planted 
Acreage of each crop 
last year: 

Sheep ------ Hogs -----------
Grain 

Wheat Sorghums Oats Livestock Other 

6. What is your 1955 wheat allot."lllent ? (Acres) How many acres ----
do you estimate you would have planted if there had been no controls? 

(Acres) 

7. How long have you been marketing wheat in this vicinity? ____ _ 

8. What firm do you sell your wheat to? ------------------------

9. How long have you been selling wheat to this particular firm? ---
Have you used any other market during this period? -~~- ------

10. Why did you start selling your wheat to this firm? ___________ _ 

I l. 



11. What other dealers were present at that time? ----~---------~-

12. Why do you prefer the one you use to others in this area? ____ _ 

13. Were you personally acquainted with the dealer when you first start

ed marketing your wheat there? -------------------------------~ 
Did you know any other deale,rs in this vicinity personally? ----

14. What other facilities are available where you might market your 

grain? __________________________ ~--------~--------------------

15. Do you shop around any before you sell? ___ If so, what do you 

look for ? ------------------------------------------------------

Where do you look? ----------------~---------------------------

16. Have you ever sold part of your wheat crop to one firm and part to 

another? ------------------
If yes, what were your reasons? ___ _ 

,~ 



17. Do you have any criticisms of the firm you sell your wheat to now? 

What are they?_~~~~~~~----~ 

18. Are these also true of other dealers in this area? --------

19. Does the firm you sell your wheat to at the present time provide 

all the services you desire? If not, what are they? ------

20. Would you consider selling your wheat to another firm under any 

circumstances other than an increase in price? What are ----
they?_~~----------------------------

21. Is a satisfactory wheat market available to you at all times need-

22. What information relative to the wheat market sit~tion do you re-

ceive? ------~~---- (Type. Source, and How Often) ----



23. Is the information received adequate?~~~- What other information 

would you like to have? --~~~---~---~~---~---~~--

24. Do your friends and neighbors all use the same market you do? ---

25. Does your landlord market any wheat? Does he sell to the 

same firm you do? Does he have any 1.nfluence on where you 

sell your wheat?~--------------------------------------

26. Where do you do most of your other business? _________ _ 

Does any of this other business have a bearing on where you sell 

your wheat? -----

27. How well does the market you use compare with competitors on: 

Price? ~~-----------------~-----------------------

Premiums and discounts for different grades of wheat? ------

/4 
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